A spin-1 Hamiltonian with arbitrary bilinear and biquadratic pair interactions has been studied in the molecular-field approximation by using one-and two-sublattice models, Various types of orderings 
(the Hamiltonian is spherically symmetric) such that q""=-q"=q", =0, and me have dropped a constant -3 I.
As mentioned in Sec. II, if q~= q", = q", = 0, the dipole moment mill order along one of the coordinate axes. Without loss of generality me assume that the dipole orders along the e axis. Then Eq. (18) is written as
The partition function is given as Z =Tre 'q, Q, ] . (27) Here we assume that the interaction constants for Q"and for Q", are much smaller than IP and I, therefore, they are neglected. The form of Eq. (27) is unchanged under rotation about the z axis.
We can choose the x axis such that q~= 0; throughout this section we will assume that q", = P.
Before investigating the finite-temperature behavior, we consider the zero-temperature spin configurations of the system described by Eq. (27).
The procedure is as follows. Assume at T=O 'K that the system has a magnetic dipole moment m pointing along an axis z'. Along z' axis, qo = 1, and we can choose the x' axis such that q= (1 -m2)'~, and all other moments zero. We then reexpress the moments m, ', qo, q2, By using this method we have found the zerotemperature spin configurations shown in Fig. 4 
(a).
Spin configurations obtained by rotating the spin arrangement about the z axis are equivalent. In Fig. 4 Fig. 4 '", a= - , b= n(P 1) nP-2P+ n-2(n -1) ' 2(n -1)
The Gibbs free energy G is given as
where G = -(I/K) lns.
At the transition temperature TDQ, G, (n, P, kT/I)=O, and we find that the transition temperature is kTn@/I= 3n. If the transition is second order, G4(n, P, kTn+/I) should be positive. We find that 64&0 if 
Equations (32) 18(a -P)(n-1) ( (d) and (f).
In Fig. 5 we show phase diagrams for p= 1.5 and P = 3.0, respectively. Thermal variations of m", qo, and qo for P=3. 0 and a=2. 1, 2. 2, and 2. 8 are plotted in Fig. 6 .
IV. TWO-SUBLATTICE MODELS
Vfhen some of the interaction constants are negative, the spin and quadrupole moments may not be the same at each ion, and we need several sublattices to describe the system. If we confine our attention only to loose-packed lattices with nearestneighbor interactions, a two-sublattice model will be sufficient to describe the system in the molecular-field approximation.
In a loose-packed lattice, Fig. 4 (a) can be divided into six subregions as shown in Fig. 4 
Zoo --e-~br~'(e'o + 2 cosh%am,"). Fig. 1(a) .
(iii) A solution with m, "=mg=m, and qo =qos=qo. Fig. 7(c) .
For a =1, two sets of solutions have exactly the As can be seen in Fig. 7(b Fig. 8 . For an isotropic system we can choose the axes such that q~, q, , and q", vanish in one of the sublattices. Within the molecular-f ield approximation the q, q""and q"', on the second sublattice are decoupled from the first because the terms to which these moments are coupled, the q"", q", q", of the first sublattice, are zero. Similar to the one-sublattice case, when q", q", , and q", =0, the dipole moments order along one of the coordinate axes, e.g. , the z axis. The Hamiltonian for sub- Fig. V(a) . Another solution has q& =qo &0 and q3 =qo &0. These two solu- For a system with cubic symmetry, the Hamiltonian for one of the two sublattices is written as -Il q;Q, "+ -. 'qssQ."] . (5o) In Sec. III C we studied cases where the interaction constants I and I~are positive. In this section we will consider the other possibilities, i. e. , (1) I&0, Is&0, (2) I&0, Is&0, and (3) I&0, Is&0. As mentioned before we assume that I, is positive. We define the parameters K= II)/kT, n=I, / III, and P= II 1/ II, l.
(i) When I&0 and Is & 0, the n-p plane can be divided into three regions as shown in Fig. 9(a) (ii) In the case I&0 and Is &0, the n PPlane -is divided into five regions as shown in Fig. 9(b) . Systems in region I have nonzero moments qo and qo~. The thermal variations of qo and qo~are exactly the same as those shown in Fig. 7(a) . In region II the nonzero moments are m"= m"=m, and q= q", = q", . The thermal variations of these moments are the same as those of a system with the same o. and P in region III of Fig. 3 . The phase transition is first order for a &2P and is second order for n &2p. In region III the nonzero moments are q =-q",=-q",&0. A system in this region has exactly the same properties as a system with the same P in region IV of Fig. 3 . A first-order transition with a 50%% discontinuity occurs at kT/ III = P/ln4. In regions IV and V systems exhibit two phase transitions. At kT/lIt=r3 a system transforms from a disordered state to a ferriquadrupolar phase with qo &0 and qo~& 0 as in region I with all 9(c). The behavior of systems in region I is the same as for region I in Fig. 9(b) . The ordered state of a system has the quadrupole moments qo and qos as shown in Fig. 7(a) Fig. 9(c Fig. 7(c) ' ) in Eq. (52). However, the specific curve has a maximum, As shown in Fig. 11(c) , the specific heat has a peak associated with the ordering of the quadruyole moment q& and has a maximum at a higher temperature where no transitions oc-. cur.
As a final point we mention that when the magnetization is independent of temperature, see 
